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We present the monumental work Bhagavad Gita, all 18 chapters in a 2 DVD video collection. The DVDs

include the original Sanskrit verses sung by Meena Mahadevan with a crisp and precise cross-referenced

English translation. 18 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Spiritual, WORLD: Indian Classical Show all album songs:

Bhagavad Gita Songs Details: About Kailash Music We are Kailash Music, an independent label serving

the renewed interest in India, Hindu scriptures and Music by delivering focused, affordable and

comprehensive selections of music and related digital content. About the DVD set Bhagavad Gita - sung

by Meena Mahadevan' We are thrilled to present the monumental work Bhagavad Gita, all 18 chapters in

a 2 DVD video collection.The DVDs include the original Sanskrit verses sung by Meena Mahadevan with

a crisp and precise English translation. Special Mention: This fusion of the original Sanskrit verses with

the English translation is offered for the first time ever. The 2 Set DVD includes all 18 Chapters set to

Classical Indian Ragas with a clear and concise English Translation which helps in understanding the

essence and depth of Hinduism, Vedanta and the mysteries of ancient India. About Bhagavad Gita

Bhagavad Gita or the Song of God is the timeless epic providing an insight into Hindu philosophy -

speaking to all of humankind. Written between the 5th and 2nd centuries, B.C. Bhagavad Gita is central

to the epic poem Mahabharata, a collection of narratives authored by Sage Vyasa on the Bharata clan.

Icons of Bhagavad Gita Lord Krishna, is the Charioteer of Arjuna, the Pandava warrior, nephew of

Kaurava King Dhritarashtra and Sanjaya, his minister and charioteer who describes the epic battlefield at

Kurukshtetra between the armies of Pandavas and Kauravas. Gita begins with Arjunas confusion, despair

and revulsion on the battlefield, fighting the battle against his enemies- his own relatives, friends and

revered teachers. Arjuna turns to Krishna for answers relating to fundamental questions of ethics,

morality, duty, religion and philosophy. The questions of Arjuna are answered by Lord Krishna and the

reader gets a breadth taking insight into Hinduism, Vedanta and life. Bhagavad Gita has profoundly

influenced and inspired millions throughout the ages, both spiritiually and culturally and continues to do so

even today. We hope our DVD helps you in this spiritual journey towards an enlightened and peaceful life.

About Meena Mahadevan Mrs. Meena Mahadevan comes from a family of Sanskrit scholars and has
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dedicated her life to music. She has been trained formally in Karnatic music, and started singing as a

teenager. She continues to teach music today at Swaralaya, Mira Road, India. Her vocal

accomplishments span over five decades across India, Sri Lanka and Singapore. She has received

multiple awards. She has performed on All India Radio ( AIR ), Singapore Television, and Sri Lanka

Broadcasting Corporation, ( SLBC ), which includes a large library of tamil light music, which continues to

be on air even today. She has also performed live Karnatic music concerts. She has recorded the Audio

Album Bhakti Pamalai in tamil produced and released by the Ramakrishna Math, Chennai. She has sung

playback in Tamil movies Manjal Kungumam and Kuthu Vilakku (Sri Lanka). She has created original

stage shows based on religious and social themes. She has formally taught classical and devotional

music at KalaMandir, Singapore, Sindhi Model School, Chennai.
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